
GENROSE Stone + Tile is a 
design driven company, 
providing standard, unique, and custom 
designed surface materials.  Our USA 
manufacturing divisions, which produce 
handmade ceramic tile, stone fabrication, 
mosaics, and cut to size tile, act as 
resources to overcome traditional 
sourcing obstacles. 

We are proud to be one of the few 
fabricators in Connecticut to be accredited 
by the Marble Institute of America (MIA), 
recognizing companies that meet the 
industry’s highest standards for business 
activities, product knowledge, fabrication, 
and installation.



CUSTOM
FABRICATION
From residential to commercial, simple 
to complex, when it comes to stone 
fabrication, we can do anything! Using a 
combination of the best technology and 
equipment in the world together with 
superior workmanship, we can template, 
craft, and install the highest quality custom 
pieces. Even the most tedious and labor 
intense projects are accomplished by 
collaborating with more than 50 domestic 
and international manufacturers with 
whom we maintain strong relationships.

GENROSE Stone + Tile can provide
creative ideas on fabrication or 
stone surface finishes that include:

CUSTOM MOSAICS
MADE TO ORDER CUSTOM WORK
SANDBLASTING
WATERJET CUTTING
CHANGING A SURFACE OF A SLAB
PERMANENT SEALING OF STONE & HONED QUARTZ



CUSTOM DESIGNED SINKS 
AND DRAINBOARDS CAN BE 
MADE TO SUIT ANY PROJECT. 

Our mitering and CNC capabilities enable 
a wide range of styles and applications. 
Furniture pieces, planters and many 
other custom projects can be made 
using these techniques. 

It is the vision and attention to detail that 
makes a design an authentic expression 
of oneself. What seems like the 
simplest of choices, may have a 
profound impact on your design 
and ultimately define the look 
and feel of your space. 



SLAB REFINISHING & RESURFACING
We can take any surface and alter 
it to become a different surface.
Our fabrication department is fully 
equipped with the highest technology to 
create the best quality finish on any slab 
material. To get the desired surface and 
edge it takes sophisticated polishing CNC 
machines, special sealants, brushes and 
bricks, and a highly skilled crew. 

With our specialized equipment, we have 
the ability to change the surface of most 
stones to a completely different finish, 
including: polished, honed, leather, satin, 
suede and bush hammered.

CORTECCIA QUARTZITE

LEATHERED

CORTECCIA QUARTZITE

POLISHED



High flexural strength yet lightweight, our 
proprietary foam-backed slabs are suitable 
for a number of interior and exterior 
applications. Some uses are countertops 
with unsupported overhangs, wall 
cladding, elevator wall, boats, and 
exterior wall and floor applications. 
This material is also UV and 
acid resistant.

FOAM-BACKED SLABS



PERMANENTLY SEALED
NATURAL STONE & QUARTZ SLABS

The SatinStone™ treatment is a process which 
permanently reduces the pore size of all surfaces 
while repelling both water and oil. Resealing is 
not required. This collection of quartz and natural 
stone presents an unparalleled color palette, 
flaunting depth and clarity with a three dimensional 
quality. Available in a gloss, satin, or suede finish, 
SatinStone™ not only looks and feels spectacular, but 
shines when it comes to high performance as well.

SatinStone™ Granite and Quartzite outperforms 
Quartz as it has higher heat and UV resistance, 
outperforms Porcelain as it is less brittle and 
therefore less prone to cracking on impact, and 
outperforms granite as it is more stain resistant.

SatinStone™ Quartzite that contains calcite 
has the same attributes as SatinStone™ granite 
and quartzite but the treatment will not prevent 
etching from food acid which does occur to a 
lesser extent than marble.

SatinStone™ honed or leathered Quartz 
outperforms untreated honed and leathered Quartz 
surfaces as microscopic scratches and pores are 
reduced to make cleaning simple and easy.

SatinStone™ Marble and other softer stones will 
resist staining but are still prone to acid by food acid.

SatinStone.com

SATINSTONE™ — A SURFACE YOU MUST SEE
(AND TOUCH) TO BELIEVE. 



Azerocare is a new natural stone treatment from 
Antolini, the leading innovative producer of natural 
stone. Azerocare provides enhanced protection 
from the most common damage to kitchen and 
bathroom countertops, while preserving the 
characteristics and color of natural stone. Through 
an advanced treatment process implemented 
by Antolini during their preparation of the stone, 
Azerocare marble countertops offer enhanced 
stain-resistance, etch-protection and UV-resistance, 
providing a bacteriostatic, easy-to-clean solution for 
busy people on the go.*

There is no such thing as a completely etch or 
stain-proof countertop. However, the Azerocare 
treatment produces a highly stain-resistant surface, 
and, for a limited period of time, is able to protect 
against etching from most acidic foods such as: 
wine, power drinks, tomato sauce, vinegar and 
lemon juice that can damage untreated stone.

The Azerocare treatment streamlines the 
maintenance requirements for the stone by 
imparting upon it bacteriostatic properties, 
which means that bacteria will be stopped from 
reproducing on the stone’s surface – perfect for 
kitchens or bathroom vanities where spills and 
splashes are inevitable. This hygienic solution 
allows the surfaces to be easily cleaned with 
nothing more than soap and water – no need for 
harsh chemical cleaners or special polishes.

* GENROSE recommends cleaning the spill as soon as possible to reduce the chance of staining or etching. In 
addition, an occasional application of stone polish also provides extra protection against acid-etching or staining.



NATURAL STONE EXTERIOR FACADE



EXTERIOR FACADE
Interior walls and exterior facades 
can be custom cut to size and/or 
installed for direct attachment or 
ventilated installations.

NATURAL STONE 

EXTERIOR FACADE

6MM THIN 

PORCELAIN SLAB 

WALL INSTALLATION

NATURAL STONE 

& GLASS MOSAIC 

INSTALLATION

INTERIOR SLAB
WALL INSTALLATION



CUSTOM MOSAICS
Our Mosaic Department is 
equipped with cutting edge 
technology and a highly skilled 
crew with the mission 
to meet and exceed the 
standards for creating beautiful 
high quality mosaic tiles. 

TILE CUTTING
The linear cutting machine
is equipped for cutting any 
type of ceramic material, 
glass, marble, and granite 
to any size. 

MOSAIC MOLDS
After being cut, the pieces 
are mounted on a special 
mold that will form the 
custom mosaic layout. 
When the layout is complete, 
all the pieces are inspected 
and selected to be free of 
any damage or mismatch, 
then the mosaic sheet gets 
mounted for ease 
of installation.



This represents a small portion of the mosaic patterns we offer.
we can cut any field tile to create a custom mosaic or field tile size for you.

FIELD TILES
3D CUBES

SQUARES RECTANGLES

BRICKS HERRINGBONE

HEXAGONS OCTAGONS

BASKETWEAVEDIAMONDS

CHEVRONS
STRIPS

1"x1"
1 3/8"x13/8"
2"x2"

3"x3"
4"x4"
6"x6"

1"x2"
2"x4"

1"x2"
1 3/8"x3"
2"x4"

1"x2"
2"x4"
5/8"x4"

1 1/8"
2"

2"
w/ 0.6 Squares

1 3/8"x3"
2"x4”

2"

2"x12"

4”
2"

1 3/8"x6"
1 3/8"x8"
1 3/8"x12"
1 3/8"x16"

1"x12"
2"x12"
1"x24"
2"x24"

8"x24"
6"x24"
6"x12"
4"x12"
3"x12"

4"X6"
18"x18"
12"x12"
8"x8"
6"x6"

MADE TO ORDER FIELD TILES AND MOSAICS:



SANDBLASTING
Sandblasting or Sandcarving is the pro-
cess of using compressed air and abrasive 
media to artistically etch or carve an image 
into the desired surface. Sandblasting is a 
very diverse process and can be performed 
in a wide variety of materials such as glass, 
metal, stone or wood.

FINISHES
SANDBLASTING
SANDBLASTING W/EPOXY FILL
SANDBLASTING W/GOLD LEAF OR PAINT

SANDBLASTING APPLICATIONS
MEDALLIONS
SIGNS
DECORATIVE ACCENTS
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

GRANITE

SANDBLASTED



WATERJET
DESIGN AND PROGRAMMING
Our programmers work with design 
professionals or homeowners to 
create shop drawings for any project. 
Drawings can also be provided by 
the customer. We have the ability to 
scan and/or digitize your drawings. 
Upon completion drawings would 
then be approved by the customer 
prior to production.

MATERIALS
Some materials that can be cut 
include Stone, Tile, Glass, Metal, Vinyl 
and Resilient flooring. We work with 
our customers to determine the
proper use of materials and the
blending of different materials taking 
all factors into consideration. We can 
cut from supplied material or we 
can supply material for any job.

Our technical experts can also
provide recommendations for
installation materials 
and substrates.

WATERJET
APPLICATIONS
FLOOR MEDALLIONS
WALL MURALS
SIGNS
LOGOS
DIVIDING PANELS
PRIVACY PANELS
DECORATIVE ACCENTS
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Hand Carved. Hand Crafted. Hand Painted.
Luxury Ceramic Tile.



THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS.

Quemere began in 1987 as a small handmade 
tile factory. Designs originated from an 
influence of a small town in Brittany, France. 
Our products today cater to the requirements 
of the discerning client while maintaining 
the old world look and feel of the original 
designs. Newer, more modern sizes and shapes 
have been added to the line to provide greater 
flexibility in design.

Every order is custom made and the full design 
of the project is glazed at one time to ensure 
one dye lot for the entire project. This can only 
be accomplished by a factory that custom 
makes each order at one time.  

The charm of a handmade tile is that each 
order is unique and can never be replicated. 
The touch of the person spraying or hand 
painting the tile gives it a unique shading that 
cannot be duplicated.
  
If our 180 colors with 5 glaze choices do not 
meet a clients requirements, custom colors 
can be made to order. Custom designs, sizes, 
and mosaics can be made for a client and the 
design can be stored for their own use not to 
be sold elsewhere.  

QuemereDesigns.com



www.genrose.com


